
Distressed Negatives
Why Distress your Negatives?
Distressing your negatives gives you the artist a chance to add another creative 
aspect to the artistic process. It also creates another opportunity for you as the 
artist to emphasis your meaning, 
message or story to the viewer.

What should I shoot?
The idea of this project is to use 
the distressing of the negative 
to reinforce an emotional 
theme you have already started 
through the image. So shoot 
something that evokes emotion 

in you and your viewers, then use the distressing 
technique to add emphasis to your piece.



Techniques
1. Scratching
Use the tiniest scratching tool possible for 35mm negatives, because with enlargement, the 
scratches will be huge and dominate your images. A needle or pin might do the trick. Practicing your 
scratching process so you perfect your technique is strongly 
recommended before ruining your negatives. 
 When you scratch on the top, no-emulsion side of 
the negative, refraction will produce white lines on your 
print. When you scratch on the bottom, emulsion side of the 
negative, the scratches will remove emulsion and produce 
black lines in the print. Both of these rules of thumb are not 
always the case, but generally. 

Things to try: scratch words into your image. Write with a 
pencil on top of the negative, the graphite will act as density 
and print lighter. Scratch an empty space in one negative and sandwich another negative with it 
when printing, so the second negative will print through the clear area.

3. Bleaching
You can eat away parts of the emulsion chemically. 
The best way to do this is with potassium ferricyanide 
– photographic bleach. The bleach removes silver, 
and requires fixing afterwards, so rinse the negative 
in water until the yellow stain disappears, and 
then fix in film strength fixer for 2-4 minutes. If you 
accidentally over bleached, you can redevelop 
the negative before fixing. In fact, you can bleach 
and redevelop the negative multiple times to mess 
with its contrast and grain. The more you bleach 
and redevelop, the grainier and higher contrast it 
becomes.

Once you have bleached one negative, your mind 
will start working on the possibilities. If you think 
this is silly, think again: at a prestigious gallery this summer a large image in the multi-thousands 
of dollars was treated this way. So splatter and drip and scratch away. You can also cut a stencil 
design, and lay it over the negative when bleaching to bleach a particular pattern. You can also 
mask your negative so some parts are protected from the beaching process. 

2. Burning
Negatives, being plastic, melt and stretch and scratch very nicely. You can heat 35mm negatives 
over an open flame (carefully). Keep the strip far enough away from the heat source to prevent 
burning and bubbling of the plastic. Unless this is what you are after, then be less careful.
 While the strip is heating, you can pull on each end with pliers to stretch it. The final product 
will warp and may need to be printed on a glass negative carrier, or, at least, with a smaller aperture 
for greater depth of field.



What you need
I want to see a contact print with each of the 3 techniques. 

Then 1 final darkroom print of your best image.

One Last Thing
Don’t forget about your photography skills! Still think about composition rules! Camera 

angle and camera position will be crucial for this project. Be creative when shooting! 


